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1. INTRODUCTION
Some general fixed point theorems for nonlinear operators between
complete metric spaces are presented in this paper. These results were
motivated from the study of differential equations in abstract spaces.
The paper is divided into three sections. Section 2 presents notation,
definitions, and some well known fixed point results. In Section 3 we begin
by presenting some general continuation type theorems for maps between
complete metric spaces. These results were motivated by the papers of
w x w xSchoneberg 13, 14 and more recently by a paper of Granas 8 . OurÈ
continuation theorems are then used to establish Leray]Schauder type
alternatives for accretive, nonlinear contractive, or nonexpansive maps.
Properties of projection maps together with the theory described above
allow us to establish new fixed point theorems for nonlinear contractive
and nonexpansive maps. Finally Section 4 uses results from Section 3 to
prove an existence principle for second order boundary value problems in
Hilbert spaces. An interesting feature of this existence principle is that no
compactness condition is assumed on the nonlinearity; this extends a result
w xof Mawhin 11 .
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2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we gather together some known fixed point results which
will be used in Section 3. To begin with let X be a Hilbert space and
V : X. A mapping T : V ª X is said to be
 .i strongly monotone if there exists c ) 0 with
 : 5 5 2Re T x y T y , x y y G c x y y for all x , y g V .  .
 .ii monotone if
 :Re T x y T y , x y y G 0 for all x , y g V .  .
 .  .iii demicontinuous if for every sequence x in V, x ª x g Vn n
 .  .implies T x © T x ; here © denotes weak convergence.n
w xTHEOREM 2.1 13 . Let X be a Hilbert space, U : X be open, and let
I y T : U ª X be demicontinuous and strongly monotone. Then T has a fixed
5  .5 5  .5point in U iff there is an x g U such that x y T x F x y T x for0 0 0
all x g ­U.
Now let X be a real Banach space. Let M denote the set of all
w . w .  .continuous strictly increasing mappings c : 0, ` ª 0, ` such that c 0 s
 . w0 and c x ª ` as x ª `. Also let X denote the dual of X. Notice
from the Hahn]Banach theorem that
w w w 5 5 2 5 w 5 5 5x g X : x x s x , x s x / B . 4
for every x g X. The mapping F: X ª 2 X w defined by
w w w 5 5 2 5 w 5 2F x s x g X : x x s x s x .  . 4
w xis called the duality map 3, 6, 9 of X. By means of F, the semi-inner
 .product . , . : X = X ª R is defined byq
x , y s sup yw x : yw g F y . 4 .  .  .q
Let V : X. A mapping T : V ª X is said to be
 .  .i c-accreti¨ e c g M if
5 5 5 5T x y T y , x y y G c x y y x y y for all x , y g V .  .  . .q
 .ii strongly accreti¨ e if T is c-accretive for some c g M.
w xTHEOREM 2.2 14 . Let X be a real Banach space, U : X be open, and let
I y T : U ª X be continuous and strongly accreti¨ e. Then T has a fixed point
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5  .5 5  .5in U iff there is an x g U such that x y T x F x y T x for all0 0 0
x g ­U.
 .Now let X, d be a complete metric space. Let V : X. A mapping
T : V ª X is called a nonlinear contraction on V if for all x, y g V we
have
d T x , T y F f d x , y , .  .  . .  .
w . w .  .where f : 0, ` ª 0, ` is a continuous function satisfying f z - z for
z ) 0.
 .Remark. When f z s a z, 0 F a - 1 then T is a contraction. When
 .  .  .f z s a z z, a z - 1 for z ) 0 and a is decreasing, then T is a
Rakotch contraction.
w xTHEOREM 2.3 2 . Let V be a closed subset of a complete metric space X
and T : V ª V is a nonlinear contraction. Then T has a unique fixed point.
Remark. Of course in a Hilbert space X and more generally in a
.Banach space there are connections between contractive and monotone
 .maps. For example, if T : X ª X X is a Hilbert space is nonexpansive
then I y T : X ª X is monotone.
Finally to conclude this section we discuss the notation of measure of
w xnoncompactness 1, 9 . Let X be a Banach space and V the boundedX
subsets of X. The Kuratowskii measure of noncompactness is the map
w .a : V ª 0, ` defined byX
a Y s inf « ) 0: Y : D n Y and diam Y F « ; here Y g V . 4 .  .is1 i i X
Recall the following properties of a . Let Y , Y g V . Then1 2 X
 .  .i a Y s 0 iff Y is compact;1 1
 .  .  .ii a Y s a Y ;1 1
 .  .  .iii if Y : Y then a Y F a Y ;1 2 1 2
 .  .   .  .4iv a Y j Y s max a Y , a Y ;1 2 1 2
 .   ..  .v a co Y s a Y .1 1
3. FIXED POINT THEORY
 .Let U be an open subset of a set C in a complete metric space X, d .
Here C is a convex set if X is a Banach space whereas C s X if X is not
 .a Banach space. Throughout we let K U, C denote the family of­U
mappings from U to C which are fixed point free on ­U.
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Remark. U and ­U denote the closure of U in C and the boundary of
U in C, respectively.
 .DEFINITION 3.1. A mapping T g K U, C is said to be essential if T­U
has a fixed point. Otherwise we say T is inessential.
 .DEFINITION 3.2. Two maps T , S g K U, C are homotopic in­U
 . w xK U, C , denoted T ; S, if there is a mapping H: 0, 1 = U ª C such­U
 .  .  . w xthat H t, . s H . g K U, C for each t g 0, 1 , H s S, H s T , andt ­ U 0 1
 .H t, u is continuous in t, uniformly for u g U.
We now present two continuation type results.
 . w xTHEOREM 3.1. Assume T ; S in K U, C and let H: 0, 1 = U ª C­U
 .be a homotopy in K U, C with H s S and H s T. In addition assume­U 0 1
the following conditions are satisfied:
` w x 4for any sequence x :U and any l g 0, 1 with d x , H l, x ª . .n n nns1  40 as n ª `, we ha¨e that x is a Cauchy sequencen
3.1 .
w xH t , . is continuous for each t g 0, 1 3.2 .  .
and
for any x g U there exists an « ) 0 such that if d x , H l, x - « . .0 0 0 w xfor some l g 0, 1 , then H l, . has a fixed point in U. .
3.3 .
If S is essential then so is T.
Proof. Consider the set
w xA s l g 0, 1 : x s H x for some x g U . 4 .l
Notice A is nonempty since 0 g A, i.e., H s S is essential. We will show0
w xthat A is both open and closed in 0, 1 and hence by connectedness
w xA s 0, 1 . As a result all the maps are essential so in particular H s T is1
essential.
w x  4`We first show that A is closed in 0, 1 . To see this let l : A withn ns1
w xl ª l g 0, 1 as n ª `. We now show l g A. Since l g A there existsn n
 .   ..   .  ..x g U with x s H x . Also d x , H x s d H x , H x ª 0 asnn n l n n l n l n ln n
 .n ª ` since H u is continuous in t, uniformly for u g U. Now assump-t
 .  4tion 3.1 implies x is a Cauchy sequence. By the completness of Xn
there exists x g U with x ª x. In addition sincen
d H l , x , H l, x .  . .n n
F d H l , x , H l, x q d H l, x , H l, x .  .  .  . .  .n n n n
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 .  .then 3.2 together with the fact that H u is continuous in t, uniformlyt
for u g U implies
d x , H l, x s d H l , x , H l, x ª 0. .  .  . .  .n n n
 .  .Thus x s H l, x and since H g K U, C then x g U. Consequentlyl ­ U
w xl g A and so A is closed in 0, 1 .
w xNext we show A is open in 0, 1 . Let l g A. Then there exists z g U0 0
 .  .  .with z s H z . Let « ) 0 be chosen as in condition 3.3 . Since H u is0 l 0 t0
continuous in t, uniformly for u g U there exists a neighborhood V of l0
w x   ..in 0, 1 such that d z , H l, z - « for all l g V. Fix l g V. Now0 0
 .  .condition 3.3 implies that there exists x g U with H l, x s x. Thus
w xl g A so V : A and hence A is open in 0, 1 .
 .Assumption 3.2 may be relaxed if we are in a Banach space setting.
 .THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a Banach space. Assume T ; S in K U, C­U
w x  .and let H: 0, 1 = U ª C be a homotopy in K U, C with H s S and­U 0
 .  . H s T. In addition assume 3.1 , 3.3 of course d is the metric induced by1
.the norm , and
w xH t , . is demicontinuous for each t g 0, 1 3.4 .  .
hold. If S is essential then so is T.
Proof. Let A be as in Theorem 3.1. Now A / B and A as in Theorem
. w x w x  4`3.1 is open in 0, 1 . We now show A is closed in 0, 1 . Let l : An ns1
w x  .with l ª l g 0, 1 as n ª `. Now as in Theorem 3.1 there existsn
w  .x g U with x ª x. Let f g X the dual of X . Thenn
f H l , x y H l, x .  . .n n
s f H l , x y H l, x q f H l, x y H l, x .  .  .  . .  .n n n n
 .  .so 3.4 together with the fact that H u is continuous in t, uniformly fort
u g U implies
x s H l , x © H l, x ; .  .n n n
 .here © denotes weak convergence. Thus x s H l, x and x g U since
 . w xH g K U, C . Consequently A is closed in 0, 1 .l ­ U
We next use Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 to obtain results of Leray]Schauder
type. Our results are given in the case when X is a Banach space;
however, it is worth remarking that there is an obvious formulation in the
case when X is a Frechet space.Â
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THEOREM 3.3. Let U be an open subset of a con¨ex set C in a Banach
 5 5.  .space X, . . Assume 0 g U, T : U ª C is a continuous mapping and T U
is bounded. In addition suppose
` w x 4for any sequence x : U and any l g 0, 1 with x y lT x ª 0 .n n nns1  4as n ª `, we ha¨e that x is a Cauchy sequencen
3.5 .
and
5 5for any x g U there exists an « ) 0 such that if x y lT x - « .0 0 0 w xfor some l g 0, 1 , then lT . has a fixed point in U .
3.6 .
are satisfied. Then either
 .A1 T has a fixed point in U; or
 .  .  .A2 there exists l g 0, 1 and u g ­U such that u s lT u .
w x  .  .Proof. Let H: 0, 1 = U ª C be given by H l, u s lT u . Notice
 .  .H s 0 and H s T. Also clearly H satisfies conditions 3.1 , 3.2 , and0 1
 .  .3.3 in Theorem 3.1. In addition H t, u is continuous in t, uniformly for
 .u g U since T U is bounded and
5 5H l , u y H l , u .  .1 2
< < 5 5 w xs l y l T u ; l , l g 0, 1 and u g U. .1 2 1 2
 .   .Now either H is a homotopy in K U, C i.e., H g K U, C for all­U l ­ U
.  .0 F l F 1 or it is not. If H is a homotopy in K U, C then Theorem­U
 .3.1, since H is essential, implies that H is essential so property A10 1
 .holds. On the other hand if H is not a homotopy in K U, C then lT­U
w xmust have a fixed point on ­U for some l g 0, 1 . Notice l / 0 since
  .0 g U. Thus either l s 1 in which case T has a fixed point on ­U so A1
.   . .holds or 0 - l - 1 so A2 holds .
Essentially the same reasoning as in Theorem 3.3 except we use
.Theorem 3.2 yields the following result.
THEOREM 3.4. Let U be an open subset of a con¨ex set C in a Banach
 5 5.space X, . . Assume 0 g U, T : U ª C is a demicontinuous mapping
 .  .  .and T U is bounded. In addition suppose 3.5 and 3.6 are satisfied.
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Then either
 .A1 T has a fixed point in U; or
 .  .  .A2 there exists l g 0, 1 and u g ­U such that u s lT u .
Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 will now be used to establish results for nonlinear
operators of accretive, nonlinear contractive, or nonexpansive type.
 5 5.THEOREM 3.5. Let U be an open subset in a real Banach space X, . .
 .Assume 0 g U, T : U ª X is a continuous mapping and T U is bounded. In
addition suppose I y T : U ª X is strongly accreti¨ e; here I is the identity
mapping. Then either
 .A1 T has a fixed point in U; or
 .  .  .A2 there exists l g 0, 1 and u g ­U such that u s lT u .
 .Proof. Take H as in Theorem 3.3. Assume lT g K U, X for each­U
 x  .  .  .l g 0, 1 ; otherwise property A2 occurs if l g 0, 1 and property A1
occurs if l s 1. Now since I y T is strongly accretive then there exists
c g M with
I y T x y I y T y , x y y .  .  .  . .q
5 5 5 5G c x y y x y y for all x , y g U. .
The result follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 with the ideas in
.  .  .   .  .Theorem 3.3 once we show 3.5 and 3.6 are satisfied so 3.1 , 3.2 , and
 . . w x3.3 hold . First we show I y lT is strongly accretive for any l g 0, 1 . To
2 .  . 5 5 see this notice since z q a z , z s z , z q a z here z , z g U1 2 2 q 1 2 q 2 1 2
.and a is a scaler we have for x, y g U that
I y lT x y I y lT y , x y y .  .  .  . .q
s l I y T x y I y T y q 1 y l x y y , x y y .  .  .  .  .  . .q
5 5 2s l I y T x y I y T y , x y y q 1 y l x y y .  .  .  .  . .q
5 5 5 5G c x y y x y y , .l
 .  .  .where c t s lc t q 1 y l t.l
 .  4` w xTo see that 3.5 holds let x be a sequence in U and l g 0, 1 withn ns1
 .  4x y lT x ª 0 as n ª `. Then for n, m g 1, 2, . . . we haven n
5 5 5 5c x y x x y x .l n m n m
F x y lT x y x q lT x , x y x .  . .n n m m n m q
5 5 5 5 5 5F x y lT x q x y lT x x y x . .  . .n n m m n m
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5 5.Consequently c x y x ª 0 as n, m ª `. This together with the factl n m
  . .  4that c is strictly increasing and c 0 s 0 implies that x is a Cauchyl l n
sequence.
 .It remains to show 3.6 . Let
5 5 w x« s inf x y lT x : l g 0, 1 and x g ­U . 4 .
w xWe will first show that « ) 0. If this is not true then there exists t g 0, 1k
 .and x g ­U with x y l T x ª 0. Without loss of generality we mayk k k k
w x  .assume l ª l g 0, 1 as k ª `. Then x y lT x ª 0 as k ª ` sincek k k
 .   .tT u is continuous in t, uniformly for u g U this follows since T U is
.  .  4bounded . Hence as above for m, n g 1, 2, . . . we have
5 5 5 5c x y x x y x .l n m n m
5 5 5 5 5 5F x y lT x q x y lT x x y x , .  . .n n m m n m
 4and so x is a Cauchy sequence in ­U. Consequently there exists x g ­Un
with x ª x. Also sincen
lT x y lT x s l y l T x q l T x y T x .  .  .  .  .  .n n n n
 .  x  .we have that x s lT x . Now l f 0, 1 since tT g K U, X for 0 - t F­U
1. Also l / 0 since x g ­U and 0 g U. Thus we have a contradiction so
5  .5« ) 0. Now take x g U and suppose x y lT x - « for some l g0 0 0
w x0, 1 . Then
5 5 5 5x y lT x F x y lT x for all x g ­U. .  .0 0
 .  .Theorem 2.2 implies that lT . has a fixed point in U so 3.6 is satisfied.
Theorem 3.1 implies that F is essential and we are finished.
Essentially the same reasoning as in Theorem 3.5 except we use
.Theorem 3.2, with the ideas in Theorem 3.4, and Theorem 2.1 yields the
 w x.following result which was proved in 13 .
THEOREM 3.6. Let U be an open subset in a Hilbert space X. Assume
 .0 g U, T : U ª X is a demicontinuous mapping and T U is bounded. In
addition suppose I y T : U ª X is strongly monotone. Then either
 .A1 T has a fixed point in U; or
 .  .  .A2 there exists l g 0, 1 and u g ­U such that u s lT u .
Theorem 3.6 immediately yields a result for monotone operators see
w x.13 .
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w x  4`THEOREM 3.7 13 . Let X be a Hilbert space, x a bounded sequencen ns1
in X with
1 1
 4Re x y x , x y x F 0 for all n , m g 1, 2, . . . .n m n m ;n m
 4Then x con¨erges strongly to some x g X.n
THEOREM 3.8. Let U be a bounded open subset in a Hilbert space X.
 .Assume 0 g U, T : U ª X is a demicontinuous mapping and T U is bounded.
In addition suppose I y T : U ª X is monotone. Then either
 .A1 T has a fixed point in U; or
 .  .  .A2 there exists l g 0, 1 and u g ­U such that u s lT u .
 .Proof. Assume property A2 does not occur. Consider for each n g
 41, 2, . . . the mapping
1
S s 1 y I y I y T : U ª X . .n  /n
Notice I y S is strongly monotone since I y T monotone impliesn
1 2 : 5 5Re I y S x y I y S y , x y y G x y y ; x , y g U. .  .  .  .n n n
Apply Theorem 3.6 to S and we deduce that either S has a fixed point inn n
 .  .U or there exists l g 0, 1 and u g ­U with u s lS u .n
 .  .Suppose there exists l g 0, 1 and u g ­U with u s lS u . Thenn
nl nl
u s T u s hT u , where 0 - h s - 1, .  .
n q l n q l
 .a contradiction since property A2 does not occur. Consequently for each
 4n g 1, 2, . . . we have that S has a fixed point u g U.n n
 4  .   . Let n, m g 1, 2, . . . and consider u s S u i.e., 1rn u s y I yn n n n
. ..  .T u and u s S u . Since I y T is monotone we haven m m m
1 1
Re u y u , u y un m n m ;n m
 :s yRe I y T u y I y T u , u y u F 0. .  .  .  .n m n m
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Theorem 3.7 implies that there exists u g U with u ª u. Now sincen
1
1 q u s T u © T u .  .n n /n
 .  .we have u s T u , so A1 is satisfied.
Remark. In fact there is an analogue of Theorem 3.6 if X w is a
uniformly convex Banach space.
Next we obtain a Leray]Schauder type result for contractive type maps
in a Banach space. One could use Theorem 3.5 to obtain an existence
result. We will however give a direct proof using the Boyd]Wong theorem;
 .  .this has the added advantage in that we need not assume c z s z y f z
 .ª ` as z ª ` here f is as described in Theorem 3.9 as we did in
Theorem 3.5.
THEOREM 3.9. Let U be a open subset of a con¨ex set C in a Banach
 5 5. space X, . . Assume 0 g U and T : U ª C is a nonlinear contraction i.e.,
w . w .  .there exists a continuous function f : 0, ` ª 0, ` satisfying f z - z for
5  .  .5 5 5. .z ) 0 such that T x y T y F f x y y for all x, y g U . In addition
 .assume T U is bounded and that there exists u ) 0 with f nondecreasing0
w xon 0, u . Then either0
 .A1 T has a fixed point in U; or
 .  .  .A2 there exists l g 0, 1 and u g ­U such that u s lT u .
Remark. For applications in integral and differential equations usually
U is bounded.
Proof. Let H be as in Theorem 3.3. The proof follows immediately
 .  .from Theorem 3.3 once we show 3.5 and 3.6 are satisfied. To see that
 .  4` w x3.5 is satisfied let x be a sequence in U, l g 0, 1 with x yn ns1 n
 .  4  .lT x ª 0 as n ª `. Now x is bounded since T U is bounded andn n
 .  4x y lT x ª 0 as n ª `. Suppose x is not Cauchy. Then we can findn n n
  .4   .4  .  .a d ) 0 and two sequences of integers m k and n k , m k G n k G k
with
5 5r s x y x G d , k s 1, 2, . . . . 3.7 .k nk . mk .
Also
5 5 5 5r F x y lT x q l T x y T x .  .  .k nk . nk . nk . mk .
5 5q lT x y x .mk . mk .
5 5 5 5F x y lT x q f r q lT x y x .  .  .nk . nk . k mk . mk .
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and so
5 5 5 50 F F r ' r y f r F x y lT x q lT x y x . .  .  .  .k k k nk . nk . mk . mk .
 .This together with the fact that x y lT x ª 0 as n ª ` yieldsn n
lim F r s 0. 3.8 .  .k
kª`
 4Since x is bounded there exists a constant M independent of k withn 0
d F r F M for k s 1, 2, . . . . In this casek 0
w xF r G min F x s F x ) 0 for some x g d , M . .  .  .k 0 0 0
w xxg d , M0
 .  4  .This contradicts 3.8 . Consequently x is Cauchy so 3.5 is true.n
 .It remains to show 3.6 . Now take x g U. Choose u ) 0, « ) 0 so that0
 .  . « - dist x , ­U , u - u , u - « , and f u q « s u this is possible since0 0
 .  . . 5f is continuous, f 0 s 0, and f x - x for x ) 0 . Suppose x y0
 .5 w x  .  5 5 4lT x - « for some l g 0, 1 . Let B x s x: x y x F u . For0 u 0 0
 . w xx g B x we have since f is nondecreasing on 0, u thatu 0 0
5 5 5 5 5 5lT x y x F lT x y lT x q « F f x y x q « .  .  .  .0 0 0
F f u q « s u .
 .  .  .so lT : B x ª B x . Theorem 2.3 implies that lT . has a fixed pointu 0 u 0
 .  .in B x : U so 3.6 is satisfied.u 0
Theorem 3.9 immediately yields a result for nonexpansive maps. First
w xrecall a well known result for nonexpansive maps 3, p. 103 .
THEOREM 3.10. Let X be a uniformly con¨ex Banach space, V a bounded
 4closed con¨ex subset of X, and T : V ª X a nonexpansi¨ e mapping. If u isj
 . .a weakly con¨ergent sequence in V with weak limit u and if I y T u0 j
 . . con¨erges strongly to an element w in X then I y T u s w i.e., I y T0 0 0
.is demiclosed in V .
THEOREM 3.11. Let U be a bounded, open, con¨ex set in a uniformly
 5 5.con¨ex Banach space X, . . Assume 0 g U and T : U ª X is a nonexpan-
si¨ e map. Then either
 .A1 T has a fixed point in U; or
 .  .  .A2 there exists l g 0, 1 and u g ­U such that u s lT u .
 .Proof. Assume property A2 does not hold. Consider for each n g
 42, 3, . . . the mapping
1
S s 1 y T : U ª X .n  /n
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Notice S is a contraction with contraction constant 1 y 1rn. Applyn
  .  . .Theorem 3.9 here f z s 1 y 1rn z to S and we deduce that eithern
 .S has a fixed point in U or there exists l g 0, 1 and u g ­U withn
 .u s lS u .n
 .  .Suppose there exists l g 0, 1 and u g ­U with u s lS u . Thenn
1 1
u s l 1 y T u s hT u , where 0 - h s l 1 y - 1, .  . /  /n n
 .a contradiction since property A2 does not occur. Consequently for each
 4n g 1, 2, . . . we have that S has a fixed point u g U. A standard resultn n
in functional analysis if E is a reflexive Banach space then any norm
.bounded sequence in E has a weakly convergent subsequence implies
  ..since U is closed, bounded, and convex so weakly closed that there
exists a subsequence S of integers and a u g U with
u © u as n ª ` in S.n
 .  .In addition since u s 1 y 1rn T u we haven n
1 1
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5I y T u s T u F T u y T 0 q T 0 .  .  .  .  .  . .n n nn n
1
5 5 5 5F u q T 0 . . .nn
 . .  .Thus I y T u converges strongly to 0. Theorem 3.10 implies u s T un
 .and as a result A1 is satisfied.
We now use Theorems 3.9 and 3.11 to obtain new fixed point theorems
for nonlinear contractive and nonexpansive maps.
THEOREM 3.12. Let E be a Hilbert space and Q a closed, bounded,
con¨ex subset of E with 0 g Q. Also suppose T : Q ª E is a nonlinear
 w . w .contraction i.e., there exists a continuous function f : 0, ` ª 0, ` satisfy-
 . 5  .  .5 5 5.ing f z - z for z ) 0 such that T x y T y F f x y y for all
.x, y g Q . In addition assume f is nondecreasing with
`¡ w xif x , l is a sequence in ­ Q = 0, 1 con¨erging to x , l with . 4 .j j js1~¢x s lT x and 0 F l - 1, then l T x g Q for j sufficiently large .  .j j
3.9 .
holding. Then T has a fixed point.
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 .Remark. Condition 3.9 was introduced for compact maps by Furi and
w xPera 7 .
 .  .Proof. Define r : E ª Q by r x s P x , i.e., r is the nearest pointQ
projection on Q. It is well known that r is continuous and in fact
nonexpansive. Consider the set
B s x g E: x s Tr x . 4 .
We first show B is nonempty. To see this we examine the map rT : Q ª Q.
Now rT is a nonlinear contraction since for x, y g Q we have since r is
nonexpansive
5 5 5 5 5 5rT x y rT y F T x y T y F f x y y . .  .  .  .  .
Thus Theorem 2.3 implies that rT has a fixed point, i.e., there exists
 .  .  .y g Q with rT y s y. Hence z s Tr z with z s T y so B / B. In
addition the continuity of Tr implies that B is closed. We next claim that
B is compact.
First notice if V is a bounded set in E then
a T V F f a V ; 3.10 .  .  . .  .
 .here a is Kuratowskii's measure of noncompactness. To see 3.10 let
n  .  .  .« ) 0 and suppose V : D V with diam V - a V q « . Now T Vis1 i i
n  . n: D T V ' D Y . If w , w g Y for some i then there existsis1 i is1 i 0 1 i
 .  .x , x g V with T x s w and T x s w and so since f is nonde-0 1 i 0 0 1 1
creasing we have
5 5 5 5T x y T x F f x y x F f a V q « . .  .  . . .0 1 1 2
 .   . .   ..   . .Thus diam Y F f a V q « and so a T V F f a V q « . Sincei
 .  .« ) 0 is arbitrary then 3.10 follows. Now since B : Tr B we have
a B F a Tr B F f a r B . 3.11 .  .  .  . .  . .
  ..If a r B / 0 then
a B F f a r B - a r B F a B .  .  .  . .  . .
 .   ..since f z - z when z ) 0, and r being nonexpansive implies a r B F
 .   ..  .  .a B . This is a contradiction so a r B s 0 and so 3.11 implies a B F
   ...  .  .f a r B s f 0 s 0, i.e., a B s 0. Hence B is compact.
We now show B l Q / B. To do this we argue by contradiction.
Suppose B l Q s B. Then since B is compact and Q is closed there
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 .  4exists d ) 0 with dist B, Q ) d . Choose N g 1, 2, . . . such that 1 - dN.
Define
1
 4U s x g E: d x , Q - for i g N , N q 1, . . . ; .i  5i
 4here d denotes the metric induced by the norm. Fix i g N, N q 1, . . . .
 .Since dist B, Q ) d then B l U s B. Notice U is open and boundedi i
 .since Q is bounded . Also Tr : U ª E is a nonlinear contraction since fori
x, y g U we havei
5 5 5 5 5 5Tr x y Tr y F f r x y r y F f x y y .  .  .  .  . .
since f is nondecreasing and r is nonexpansive. Now Theorem 3.9 implies
 .  .  .that there exists y , l g ­U = 0, 1 with y s l Tr y .i i i i i i
 .Remark. Note A1 in Theorem 3.9 does not occur since B l U s B.i
 4  .Consequently for each j g N, N q 1, . . . there exists y , l g ­U =j j j
 .  .0, 1 with y s l Tr y . Notice in particular since y g ­U thatj j j j j
 4l Tr y f Q for j g N , N q 1, . . . . 3.12 .  .j j
Next look at the set
w xC s x g E: x s lTr x for some l g 0, 1 . 4 .
 .Clearly C is closed. Also C is compact so sequentially compact . To see
this notice
 4C : co Tr C j 0 . . .
  ..If a r C / 0 then
 4a C F a co Tr C j 0 s a Tr C F f a r C .  .  .  . .  .  . . .
- a r C F a C . .  . .
  ..This is a contradiction so a r C s 0 and so
a C F f a r C s f 0 s 0. .  .  . . .
 . < < Thus C is compact. This together with d y , Q s 1rj, l F 1 for j gj j
 4.N, N q 1, . . . implies that we may assume without loss of generality that
w w x w  . w  w.l ª l g 0, 1 and y ª y g ­ Q; also y s l Tr y ª l Tr y soj j j j j
w w  w. w w  w.y s l Tr y . If l s 1 then y s Tr y which contradicts B l Q s
w  .B. Hence we may assume 0 F l - 1. But in this case, 3.9 with x sj
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 . w  w.  .r y g ­ Q and x s y s r y implies l Tr y g Q for j sufficientlyj j j
 .large. This contradicts 3.12 . Thus B l Q / B so there exists x g Q with
 .  .x s Tr x , i.e., x s T x .
 .Remark. If 0 g int Q and E is a Banach space then the result of
Theorem 3.12 is again true. In this case the proof involves showing that
 .condition A2 in Theorem 3.9 does not hold.
THEOREM 3.13. Let E be a Hilbert space and Q a closed, bounded,
con¨ex subset of E with 0 g Q. Also suppose T : Q ª E is a nonexpansi¨ e
 .mapping and that 3.9 holds. Then T has a fixed point.
 4Proof. For each n g 2, 3, . . . consider the mapping
1
S s 1 y T : Q ª E.n  /n
 .4` w xNow S is a contraction. Let x , l be a sequence in ­ Q = 0, 1n j j js1
 .  .converging to x, l with x s lS x and 0 F l - 1. Thenn
1
l S x s l 1 y T x ' m T x g Q for j sufficiently large .  .  .j n j j j j j /n
 .   . w xsince T satisfies 3.9 note m s l 1 y 1rn is a sequence in 0, 1 withj j
 .  .  .  .m ª l 1 y 1rn s m, 0 F m - 1, and x s lS x s l 1 y 1rn T x sj n
 ..mT x . Apply Theorem 3.12 to S to deduce that S has a fixed pointn n
 .u g Q. Now as in Theorem 3.11 there exists a subsequence S of integersn
 .and a u g Q with u © x as n ª ` in S. In addition as in Theorem 3.11n
 . .we have that I y T u converges strongly to 0. Theorem 3.10 nown
 .implies u s T u .
4. APPLICATION
The fixed point theory in Section 3 can be used to establish existence
principles for the second order boundary value problems in abstract
spaces. To illustrate the ideas involved we will use Theorem 3.8 to examine
y0 q f t , y , y9 s 0, 0 F t F 1 .
4.1 . y 0 s y 1 s 0, .  .
w x  < <.where f : 0, 1 = H = H ª H is continuous; here H s H, . is a real
 . 2w x .Hilbert space. By a solution to 4.1 we mean a function y g C 0, 1 , H
w xwith y satisfying the differential equation on 0, 1 and the stated boundary
conditions.
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Consider the problem
¡ t
w9 t q f t , w x dx , w t s 0, 0 F t F 1 .  .  .H /0~ 4.2 .
1
w x dx s 0. .H¢
0
 . 1w x .By a solution to 4.2 we mean a function w g C 0, 1 , H with w9 s
 t . w x 1  .yf t, H w dx, w on 0, 1 and H w x dx s 0. Notice y is a solution of0 0
 .  .4.1 iff w s y9 is a solution of 4.2 . As a result for the remainder of this
 .section we will restrict ourselves to the problem 4.2 . For notational
purposes let
12 2w x w xL 0, 1 , H s u g L 0, 1 , H : u x dx s 0 . . .  . H0  5
0
2 w x . 2w x .Notice L 0, 1 , H is a closed subspace of L 0, 1 , H and consequently0
2 w x .L 0, 1 , H is a Hilbert space.0
The following well known result will be needed to prove our existence
principle.
w x  .  . w xTHEOREM 4.1 10, 12 . i Wirtinger Let u: 0, 1 ª H ha¨e a continu-
 .  .ous deri¨ ati¨ e and satisfy u 0 s u 1 s 0. Then
1 12 22 < < < <p u t dt F u9 t dt. .  .H H
0 0
 .  . w xii Opial Let u: 0, 1 ª H ha¨e a continuous deri¨ ati¨ e and satisfy
 .  .u 0 s u 1 s 0. Then
1 1 2< 5 < < <4 u t u9 t dt F u9 t dt. .  .  .H H
0 0
THEOREM 4.2. Assume the following conditions are satisfied:
w x¡f : 0, 1 = H = H ª H is continuous and for each r ) 0 there exists
1~ < <w x w xh g L 0, 1 such that f t , u , ¨ F h t for all t g 0, 1 , .  .r r¢ < <u F r , and ¨ g R
4.3 .
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and
¡ 2there exists a subset V : R and a G 0, b G 00 0 0
2 2with a q b p r4 F p such that .0 0~ 4.4 . :f x , u , ¨ y f x , u , ¨ , u y u .  .0 0 1 1 0 1
2< < < < < <F a u y u q b u y u ¨ y ¨0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1¢ w xfor all t g 0, 1 and u , ¨ , u , ¨ g V . .  .0 0 1 1 0
In addition suppose there exists a constant M , independent of l, with0
5 5 2w / ML 0
for any solution w to
w9 t q l f t , H t w x dx , w t s 0, 0 F t F 1 .  .  . .0
4.5 . l1 H w x dx s 0 .0
 .for each l g 0, 1 . Let
2 5 5 2w xU s u g L 0, 1 , H : u - M 4 . L0 0
and assume the following condition holds:
t w xu g U implies u x dx , u t g V for a.e. t g 0, 1 . 4.6 .  .  .H 0 /0
 .Then 4.2 has a solution.
2 w x .Proof. Define T : U ª X s L 0, 1 , H by0
s1 t
Tw x s f s, w x dx , w s ds dt .  .  .H H H /0 0 0
st
y f s, w x dx , w s ds. 4.7 .  .  .H H /0 0
 .Notice T is well defined because of 4.3 . Also T : U ª X is continuous.
 .This follows from 4.3 , the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem
version where convergence almost everywhere is replaced by convergence
.in measure and a result of Nemytskii. We claim that T has a fixed point
 .w g U. If the claim is true then w is a solution of 4.2 and we are finished.
 .To show T has a fixed point in U we will apply Theorem 3.8. Firstly 4.3
 .  .together with 4.7 implies that T : U ª X is continuous and that T U is
bounded. Next we show that I y T : U ª X is monotone. Let u, ¨ g U.
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Then
 :Tu y T¨ , u y ¨
s1 t
s y f s, u dx , u s .H H H  /0 0 0
s
yf s, ¨ dx , ¨ s ds, u t y ¨ t dt 4.8 .  .  .  .H ; /0
1 w  .  .xsince H u t y ¨ t dt s 0 implies0
x s1 1
f s, u z dz , u s .  .H H H H  /0 0 0 0
s
yf s, ¨ z dz , ¨ s ds dx , u t y ¨ t dt s 0. .  .  .  .H ; /0
 .Interchange the order of integration in 4.8 to obtain
 :Tu y T¨ , u y ¨
s1
s y f s, u dx , u s .H H  /0 0
s s
yf s, ¨ dx , ¨ s , u t y ¨ t dt ds .  .  .H H ; /0 1
s s1
s f s, u dx , u s y f s, ¨ dx , ¨ s , .  .H H H  /  /0 0 0
s s
u t dt y ¨ t dt ds .  .H H ;
0 0
1 w  .  .x  .since H u t y ¨ t dt s 0. This together with condition 4.3 and Lemma0
4.1 will give
2s s1 :Tu y T¨ , u y ¨ F a u t dt y ¨ t dt ds .  .H H H0
0 0 0
s s1
< <q b u t dt y ¨ t dt u s y ¨ s ds .  .  .  .H H H0
0 0 0
a b0 02 2
2 25 5 5 5F u y ¨ q u y ¨ .L L2 4p
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Consequently for u, ¨ g U we have
a b0 0 2
2 : 5 5I y T u y I y T ¨ , u y ¨ G 1 y y u y ¨ G 0 4.9 .  .  .L2 /4p
so I y T : U ª X is monotone. Hence all the conditions in Theorem 3.8
 .are satisfied. Finally notice that condition A2 cannot occur since if there
 .  . 5 5 2exists a l g 0, 1 and u g ­U with u s l T u then u s M and uL0 0 0
 .is a solution of 4.5 , which is a contradiction. Thus T has a fixed point inl0
U.
 .Remarks. i There is an obvious analogue of Theorem 4.2 in the case
w x 1when f : 0, 1 = H = H ª H is a L -Caratheodory function.Â
 .  .   .  ..ii Existence of a solution to 4.2 if f satisfies 4.3 and 4.4
reduces to obtaining a constant M , independent of l, as described in0
  2 . 2  .Theorem 4.2 notice if a q b p r4 - p then 4.9 with u s w and0 0
¨ s 0 implies that there exists a constant M , independent of l, with1
5 5 2  . .w F M for any solution w to 4.5 .L 1 l
 . w xiii The results in Mawhin's well known paper 11 follow from the
above theorem. The idea is to construct a modified problem whose
.solution is also a solution of Mawhin's problem so that Theorem 4.2 can
 w x 2 .be applied in 11 we have V s R .0
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